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[JOHN MIKEL OBI WORLD CUP GIVEAWAY COMPETITION]: 

Terms and Conditions 

1. These Terms and Conditions govern the “John Mikel Obi World Cup Giveaway Competition” (Prize 

Competition") and apply to you so far as the law permits so please read them carefully. 

 

2. John Mikel Obi care of CSM Sport and Entertainment LLP Trading as CSM Brands of PO Box 

70693, 62 Buckingham Gate, London SW1P 9ZP is the “Promoter” of this Prize Competition. CSM 

Sport and Entertainment LLP Trading as CSM Brands of PO Box 70693, 62 Buckingham Gate, 

London SW1P 9ZP is the “Organiser” of the Prize Competition.  

 

Can I enter the Prize Competition? 

3. The Prize Competitions open and close as follows:  

16:00 BST on Friday 15 June 2018 and closes at 10:00 BST on Sunday 17 June 2018.   

16:00 BST on Thursday 21 June 2018 and closes at 10:00 BST on Saturday 23 June 2018.   

16:00 BST on Monday 25 June 2018 and closes at 10:00 BST on Wednesday 27 June 2018.   

 

Any entries received after the designated closing dates will not be entered into the Prize 

Competition. 

4. No purchase or entry fee is necessary to enter this Prize Competition. 

5. The Prize Competition, subject to paragraph 6 below, is only open to persons:   

a. aged 16 years or above at the time of entry into the Prize Competition;  

b. that have registered with an account on www.twitter.com, www.facebook.com, or 

instagram and 

c. that have completed the entry process set out below, 

(each an “Entrant” and together the “Entrants”).   

6. The Prize Competition is void where prohibited by law or otherwise is in breach of local or national 

applicable legislation or other provisions or where there is a conflict of interest.  

7. You cannot enter if you have been involved in setting up or running this Prize Competition. 

 

How do I enter the Prize Competition? 

 

8. To enter the Prize Draw, entrants must complete the following actions: 
 

a) Follow @mikel_john_obi on Twitter; and 
b) Retweet one of @mikel_john_obi tweets 

Or  
c) Follow @mikel_john_obi on Instagram and 
d) Tag a friend in one of @mikel_john_obi’s posts 

Or  
e) Share one of @MikelJohnObi10’s posts on Facebook 

 
  

9. [Only one entry is permitted per Entrant].  

 

What are the Prizes?  

http://www.twitter.com/
http://www.facebook.com/
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10. Following each Nigeria game at the 2018 FIFA Football World Cup in Russia John Mikel Obi’s shirt 

will be given away. Following Nigeria’s participation in the 2018 FIFA Football World Cup a pair of 

John Mikel Obi’s boots and a signed John Mikel Obi photo book will be given away. The winning 

Entrant/s will be personally responsible for any and all additional costs incurred above those 

covered by the prize.  

 

 

How are the winners selected? 
 
11. The potential winning Entrants will be selected at random from all the valid entries under the 

supervision of an independent person. A draw will take place after the designated closing date 

after each Nigeria World Cup Match at the 2018 FIFA Football World Cup (a “Shirt Draw”) and no 

later than one week after Nigeria’s participation in the Tournament is complete (the “Final Draw”). 

All valid entries will be included in all the Shirt Draws and the Final Draw, however winning Entrants 

of a Shirt Draw will no longer be eligible for any subsequent Shirt Draws. The Promoter will notify 

the potential winning Entrants, by direct message to the winning Entrant’s social media handle. If 

the winning Entrants does not claim the prize within 24 hours by replying to the direct message the 

prize then it will be awarded to the next Entrant drawn randomly as detailed in this paragraph 11 

below.  

 

12. If the winning Entrant/s drawn randomly are unable to meet any of the requirements in these Terms 

and Conditions then the prizes will be offered to the next Entrant drawn randomly as detailed in 

paragraph 11. 

 

13. If the prizes offered are unavailable due to circumstances beyond the control of the Organiser or 

the Promoter, the Promoter can offer an alternative prize of equal or greater value. There is no 

cash alternative. All winning Entrants will be responsible for any tax liabilities.  

 

14. The Promoter will endeavour to contact the winning Entrants by direct message within five working 

days of the relevant draw.   

 

15. The direct message sent to the prize winning Entrants will include details of the prize and how to 

claim it. Prizes which are not claimed within 24 hours will be forfeited. The Promoter reserves the 

right to pick alternative winning Entrant/s if the prizes are not claimed.  

 

16. The winning Entrants are responsible for complying with any reporting obligations arising out of or 

in connection with the Prize Competition. 

 

17. The odds of winning will depend on the total number of valid entries received. 

 

What else do you need to know? Legal Information 

 

18. If you are under the age of 18, you must obtain written parental or guardian consent to enter and 

claim your prize. The Promoter may ask the winner to provide proof of age. 

 

19. The winning Entrants agree to take part and allow their name and location to be used in any 

promotional activities reasonably requested by the Promoter. The winning entrants agree to take 

part and allow their name twitter handle to be used in promotional activities as reasonably 

requested by the Promoter.       
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20. The Promoter, the Organiser and their group companies and contractors will not be liable (to the 

extent permitted by law) for any loss or damage arising out of organising or holding this Prize 

Competition or as a result of your participation in the Prize Competition and any activities the prize 

winning Entrants, or as a result of your winning, collecting, use or enjoyment of any prize, or if the 

Prize Competition does not run as planned. This clause does not seek to exclude the liability of 

the Promoter, the Organiser and their group companies and contractors for (a) death or personal 

injury caused by the Promoter the Organiser and their group companies and contractors 

negligence, (b) fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation, and/or (c) any other matter for which it would 

be unlawful for the Promoter, the Organiser and their group companies and contractors to exclude 

or attempt to exclude their liability.  

21. The Promoter can change these Terms and Conditions or cancel the Prize Competition at its 

discretion and without incurring liability as a result.  

22. Any entry will be disqualified (at the Promoter’s sole discretion) if the Promoter believe that it 

contains, references, is associated with or represents any material that is illegal, obscene, vulgar, 

offensive, reflects negatively on any of the Organisers, or that is otherwise unsuitable. The 

Promoter also reserves the right to request, and you agree to, take down any tweet which 

contravenes these terms and conditions.  

23. The decision of the Promoter is final and no correspondence in relation to the Promoter’s exercise 

of its rights in accordance with these Terms and Conditions will be entered into 

24. You consent to your data being stored, transferred and processed in the United Kingdom or 

overseas by the Promoter, the Organiser (which includes outside of the European Economic Area), 

their group companies and its authorised third parties for the purpose of administering this Prize 

Competition and to contact you if you win a prize and to organise its delivery. Your personal data 

will only be held for as long as reasonably necessary for the purposes specified above. You can 

remove your consent at any time by sending a notification to harry.simmons@csm.com 

 

25.  This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with Twitter, 

Facebook or Instagram. 

 

26. These Terms and Conditions and any disputes arising from these Terms and Conditions are 

governed by the laws of England and the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of England & Wales. 

 

Who do you contact if you have any questions or need to find out more information about the 

Prize Competition? 

 

27. To find out the names of the winning Entrants or if you have any other questions about this Prize 

Competition, please send your question by email to harry.simmons@csm.com 

 


